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About This Game

Toro, is the first bullfighting simulator game that will challenge your skills, reflexes and fast reactions while facing 1100lbs
bulls.

Complete the Single Player mode and improve your bullfighting skills in several plazas around the world, or try the mini-games
putting yourself in the bull's skin.

Toro offers the possibility to get in front of the most dangerous bulls and complete a stylish performance with the wide variety
of passes that are available for each round.

Combine different passes to get the applause of the audience while in order to reach the highest score.
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Publisher:
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Breed weird blobby bugs :)
Naturally select them.
Un-naturally select them,
Screw with their environment and watch them die. I mean adjust it so they thrive, yeah, that's the one. Save them from
drowning.
Forklift them to the experimentation place and speciate them.
Watch the little guys evolve before your very eyes.

Crash occasionally. Load auto-save. Continue :). The game simple dont work anymore when I try to get other then the default
graphics. Stay away.. If you liked freelancer, you probably will like this one also. Personally I think this one is better than
freelancer. Not just about the graphics, but the whole game including game mechanism and everything. The game play is very
similar to freelancer, except you wander around with a 'mothership' instead of just one vessel. The mothership can release up to
6 fighters in battle as long as you got enough pilots. Thus the control is different from freelancer too, it is more like EVE type
rather than freelancer's 3rd person space shooter.

You can replace your mothership and fighters with more powerful onces, or upgrade them with powerful weapons/modules.
There is a good varience of different weapons in game. Unlike some games where different series of weapones just differ in
names, the weapons in this game are quite different from each other in practice while still being quite balanced. You actually
have to consider using different fighter/setup against different enemy or to match up pilot specialty. And yeah, there is also a
skill tree system where you can choose which battle style you would like to go with. Each pilot's skill tree is a little different
while the protagonist can select from 4 quite different skill trees in the beginning.

And the storyline was rich and vivid, too.

The only complaint I have about this game is that you can not 'free play' as in freelancer after story ends. Although there is a
period of time before the end where you can go anywhere and do anything you want.

BTW, it is not an easy game and might make you frustrated in the very first few missions as I was. But once I figured it out, I
started enjoying the game.

9/10 One of my favorite.. A throwback to the point-and-click adventure games of yore with witty flavor text, side quests, and
humor.. Can't wait for the next update!. Easy to use for beginners, friendly interface, many users are more creative than you..
Destiny but 2D. This game is fun but with some glaring isues like having to restart the entire planet when dying.
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Epic game, just4fun. Buy cheap, play in free time when you want just to relax.. it's fun game i like horror game with story
without jumpscares in these days lot of indie games they got horror game with jumpscare's with no reasson and simple story but
this game is fun story and puzzle . the problem of the animation and graphic only.. 5 Great episodes showing the indie process
with two people in each episode.

Getting the games themselves as well was a great surprise! They're some fun games and especially fun after seeing all the work
put into them in the episodes! For a 7 dollar price tag, it's a must buy for any aspiring or already working indie developer..
Classic click-and-play adventure game with a twist of comedy.

If you enjoyed the Monkey Island series, and other Lucasarts adventure games - then you'll probably enjoy this one. For the
price, it's a pretty good buy.. This metroidvania game will knock your socks off the moment you pick it up. Look no further
then Xenocite Clad to give you an in depth exploration of the genre and leave you with nothing to say but "wow". 10\/10. This
game is incredible, but it will bust your balls if you try to beat it.. If you're looking for a bowling simulator: Get out. You will
NOT find that here. This game is nowhere NEAR to a bowling simulator like Brunswick.

While I won this game on the Steam Auction house (the Steam Winter Sale 2014 promotion) I still showed interest in this game
regardless if I won it or not.

So, the story line is simple: There is none. It's literally just challenges against CPU opponets that get progressively harder as
your background and lane change. Or you can opt to bowl against friends, or CPU robots that don't get harder (the non-story
mode)

There is NO BLOOD OR GORE, while there is dismemberment, it's nothing gruesome like in Mortal Kombat or any other
violent game that support dismemberment in a very vicious and violent manor.

The pins are zombies. They function as if you hit a human with very thin bones in the shin with a bowling ball.

Powerups are such bs in this game, but it's definitely what makes this game fun. You can pick them up while throwing the ball
down the lane (It's like Polar Bowler, if you've ever played that game) and then use them to either give yourself a boost or give
your opponet a little harder challenge (based on your powerup you collected)

While gameplay is simplistic, the bowling ball is even more simplistic. You guide where your ball goes using the mouse. While
i'm not too fond of this mechanic, it can definitely make or break your frame.

Good, fun, time killer - 8/10. It's very but both playable and fun in the current state (build 0.66h). I've had a good time tooling
around the Galaxy in free mode and have already gotten my $3 out of the game. I'd say buy it now and get your three bucks of
fun out of it. That's going to be a bargain later as you can see the shell of an even better game and the dev is very active,
providing regular game and content updates. This is going to be a winner.. 100% nostalgia. I still have the original 5x installation
floppy disks somewhere.... Great game for those of us who remember DOS.. Buggy interface: mouse jumps all over even after
adjusting settings, locks up when you alt+tab and has an always on top feature that sets over task manager when you bring it up
to kill the game. Can't close window, or anything else to end the freaking process. Worst decision I made in awhile buying these
games.
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